ABOUT
GLOBAL CENTS

Global Cents (GCI Live, LLC) was founded in 2005 with the vision of helping heavily
regulated organizations better manage their information and processes within controlled
OpenText Content Server environments. Over the years Global Cents has become
recognized as the leading provider of value-added information lifecycle management
solutions within the OpenText ecosystem and now supports nearly 100 companies around
the globe.

Powerful tools for regulated businesses
Whether your business is life sciences, energy, government
or finance, organizations operating within heavily regulated
industries have specialized needs. Global Cents understand
your challenges and our PowerTools suite was designed
specifically to enable the use of Content Server within
controlled environments.
From document creation and publishing to electronic
signatures, and powerful workflow extensions to data
transfer, we provide the tools, knowledge and best practices
that optimize every aspect of your regulated information
management processes.

Trusted by industry
Today, Global Cents’ solutions enable regulated businesses
across 3 continents. Our clients range from small private
financial institutions, the world’s largest pharmaceutical
companies to the world’s leading space agency. They use
our solutions to support everything from processing simple
applications, managing their controlled documents to planning
trips to other planets - literally.
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We developed the original Content
Server
Our people make Global Cents who we are. Whether you
are looking for industry leading professional services or best
practice advice on how to deploy ECM solutions within your
organization, we have first-hand experience. Global Cents was
founded by the team that built much of OpenText’s original
Content Server (then known as Livelink) platform.
Continuing to this day, our team is formed of ex-OpenText
executives, consultants, and developers who remain in close
connection with their OpenText counterparts and continue to
help shape the future of ECM within regulated industries.

Reliable professional services and
partner network
Having the right people on your team is essential and our team
of experts are the right people. Whether you need support
managing change across your environments, automating your
controlled document publishing, creating regulated document
workflows and reports, improving user adoption and reducing
your training costs or assistance migrating and archiving
content our team has years of experience helping other
customers that have similar needs.
Through our network of trusted partners, we are able to call
upon some of the industry’s leading experts and provide local
support to clients around the globe.

If your regulated business relies on OpenText
Content Server (previously Livelink), then Global
Cents should be your partner of choice.

To learn more visit our website globalcents.com or contact us
at info@globalcents.com
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